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Introduction

Paradox database security is implemented on "per table" basis. The table can either be non-encrypted, in which case anyone having the suitable software tool that understands the Paradox table format does have access to the table data, or encrypted. In fact, ordinary hex-editor is enough to gain access to the non-encrypted data, though field types other than strings require additional decoding effort. 

To make the table encrypted, master password must be provided. After the user applies  master password to the table, the following steps take place:

1. Paradox engine calculates master password checksum and stores it within the DB file header. Checksum is stored as 32-bit integer (longint) at offset 0x0005C (table level 4 or higher) or 0x0025 (Paradox for DOS, level 3.5).

2. The engine generates encryption table (array) in the memory. This table is generated as a function of the password checksum and some other hardcoded static variables (Paradox Encryption Table Generating Variables-PETGV). It then encrypts the Paradox table data by using generated encryption memory table. It is useful to keep in mind that only the part containing the data is encrypted – file header that contains table structure information remains unprotected.
 
When the Paradox engine opens the encrypted table, the following steps take place:

1. Engine loads master password checksum from the DB file header.
2. Internal buffer, where checksums of the passwords added to the session are stored, is searched. If the matching checksum is found, engine proceeds to step 4, otherwise it tries to detect backdoor access. If the backdoor access is detected, engine proceeds to step 4 as well.
3. If neither matching checksum is found, nor the backdoor access takes place, the user is prompted for additional password. If the user provides the password, new checksum is added to the buffer and step 2 is reexecuted.
4. The engine generates the encryption memory table by using the password checksum retrieved from the DB file header (see above) and decrypts the Paradox table content in the memory so that the user can access the data.

Please note that steps 2) and 3) mentioned above do not yield any important information required for the table decryption – once the password checksum had been obtained from the DB file header, the engine has all data necessary for table decryption. The purpose of steps 2) and 3) is only to check whether the user has access privileges. 

From what has been said above it follows that, all one need to do in order to gain access to the protected table data, is one of the following:
Reverse-engineer the encryption algorithm, retrieve the password checksum from the DB file and decode data manually, or 
Fool the engine so that it thinks we have access privileges. 
The second option (clearly less tedious) can use either of the following approaches:

A.	Retrieve the password checksum and apply the brute force attack on the password by using the algorithm that calculates the password checksum. The password checksum calculation algorithm can be found, for example, in the Pdxrbld package located at http://www.rksolution.cz/delphi/pdxrbld.zip. Because the password obtained will have the same checksum as the original one, it can be used to gain access to the table. There are many utilities available on the NET that do perform this task:

   Passware 
   http://www.lostpassword.com/paradox.htm
   
   AccessData
   http://www.accessdata.com
   
   CryptoExplorations Lab
   http://cryptoexplorer.da.ru

   Randy Beck Software Services
   http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/bex


B.	Use backdoor access. There are two backdoor levels implemented within the BDE:

I)	When comparing checksums of passwords added to the session with the one retrieved from the DB file header, BDE checks for special value, namely 0x3C9CFD4D. If this checksum is present within checksums buffer, the check for the match with the checksum stored within the DB file header is skipped. The following passwords yield the required checksum:

                ”cfjxcut”

                       ”abc of livix os”

(both without quotes) , so does the infamous cupcdvum, jIGGAe, and many others.
      
II)	Special BDE builds where idpdx32.dll (idpdx01.dll in case of 16-bit BDE) contains static variable initialized by other value than the normally deployed module. The engine checks for this value and, if the "special build" value is detected, no password is required at all. The step that compares the checksums stored within passwords checksums buffer is skipped and the table is opened and decrypted immediately. You can create such "special build" yourself by patching IDPDX32.DLL: Search for the byte sequence

                   00 00 56 41 4C 00 00 00 00 00 56 41 4C 00 56 4C 4F

and replace the first two bytes (00 00) with bytes 25 60, so that the sequence of bytes now reads as

                   25 60 56 41 4C 00 00 00 00 00 56 41 4C 00 56 4C 4F

You should find the sequence at offset 0x3952C in IDPDX32.DLL ver 5.0.1.22 (BDE 5.01) and 5.1.0.4 (BDE 5.10). Offsets in other BDE versions are different.

The conclusion is that storing sensitive data in the Paradox password protected tables is only meaningful in the ”average user” environment.

Available countermeasures

The most apparent way of strenghtening the protection against unauthorized data access is to encrypt the data within your application code – the content of the record is encrypted when written into table and decrypted before the content is displayed to the user. While entierly possible, this approach has at least two drawbacks: it imposes performance penalty and cuts you off from the most of the database useful functions - including indexing and some local SQL constructs. This is also why one should look for the solution that is closer to the underlying database management system.
From what has been said in the introductory paragraph, it follows that one can achieve much better level of protection if the encryption table generating mechanism could be made not only table dependent (depends on the password checksum stored within the DB file header), but also application dependent. That is, if the encryption table were not only function of the password checksum stored within the DB file header, but also function of some other key that may depend on the application accessing the data, the hardware upon which the application runs etc. 
It turns out that this is possible in 32-bit applications. Because every process runs in its own address space, the process can easily modify static data stored in all its modules. If the application alters the Paradox Encryption Table Generating Variables, BDE en(de)cryption routines will generate output that differs from the one that would be generated if these variables had their default value. As a consequence, data will be unreadable when accessed by any other unauthorized application (including DBD, Paradox etc.).
Because the PETGV are also used in the password checksum calculation algorithm, universal passwords no longer work within the authorized application as they yield checksum that differs from the hardcoded value 0x3C9CFD4D. Of course, universal passwords will still exist, but their retrieval requires knowledge about how exactly the authorized application modified the encryption mechanism.
 The only problem that persists involves the special BDE builds that do not require password in the session (and therefore do not ask for the password). In case the authorized application is the client of such special BDE build, BDE creates the encryption array (by using the password checksum and the altered PETGV) immediately, so the data are compromised after the application starts. This, however, could be prevented by simple trick: Upon startup, the application should create temporary test table, protect it with a password and open the table. If the session does not ask for the password, the application should pop up dismaying message and HALT.
 
How Px3P works

Px3P.DLL has been written for 32-bit Windows platforms (9x,ME,NT4,2000,XP). The DLL exports Px3Pprotect routine that alters the Paradox Encryption Table Generating Variables in all modules loaded within the current process. The resulting state of the PETGV depends on the value of the provided character key. The sequence of events during the application session can be summarized in the following pseudo-flow chart:

      launch
        |
PETGV are altered by calling Px3Pprotect(some_key)
        |
[Protecting the table:
  Encoding(altered PETGTV,master password)-> password checksum
  Password checksum is stored within DB file header.
  Encryption(altered PETGTV, raw data) -> DB file data]
        |
Adding password to the session:
  Encoding(altered PETGTV,master password)-> password checksum
  Password checksum is stored in the BDE Session
        |
Opening the table:
  BDE reads the password checksum from the DB file header
  BDE checks whether this checksum is present in the BDE Session (pass)
        |  
Writes of data to the table:
  Encryption(altered PETGTV, raw data) -> DB file data
        | 
Reads of data from the table:
  Decryption(altered PETGTV, DB file data) -> raw data
      

Where Encoding, Encryption and Decryption routines are performed by the BDE.

From this chart it is easy to see what happens when the unauthorized application (that is, the application that did not alter the PETGTV the same way as yours) tries to access the table data:
Because
Encoding(altered PETGTV,master password)-> password checksum
yields different checksum than 
Encoding(standard PETGTV,master password)-> password checksum,
BDE refuses to open the table even if the user provides correct (stolen?) master password.

Because
Decryption(altered PETGTV, DB file data) -> raw data
yields different output than
Decryption(standard PETGTV, DB file data) -> raw data,
the data will be unreadable even if the user provides universal password.

When your application starts, it should call px3pProtect before calling Session.Addpassword and before the first table is accessed (Note: If there were any passwords added to the Session before px3pProtect call, they will no longer be usable and you should issue Session.RemoveAllPasswords). Then you should protect the tables with master passwords (in case they are not already protected), and from now on your data are safe. Only the applications that call px3pProtect with exactly the same key can access the table data - provided that they supply the correct master password as well, of course. Px3p.dll has been tested and is guaranteed to work with 32-bit BDE versions higher or equal to 3.50 (up to 5.20).
Important notes: 
1)	When using Paradox Process Password Protection, the tables MUST be master password protected from within your application code (or, more precisely, must be master password protected by the application that called px3pProtect routine with the same key as your application does). You can use the Px3Pbrws program (source located within ”Browser” folder) to Px3P-protect/unprotect any Paradox table.
2)	When the Paradox Process Password Protection is active (Px3Pprotect has been called with non-null key), you cannot access the tables that were master password protected by applications that use the default Paradox encryption mechanism (e.g. Database Desktop), or by applications that use px3p protection with different key.
If you need to migrate your already password protected data to the Paradox Process Password Protection scheme, you must start in the default encryption mode (call px3pProtect(‘’)), unprotect the tables, call px3pProtect(Your_Key_Here), and reapply the password(s) again.
3)	If the table that was password protected under active Process Password Protection becomes corrupted, you should rebuild it ONLY with repair tools that support px3p protection scheme (Pdxrbld, also located on my web site:
               htpp://www.rksolution.cz/delphi/delphi.htm
does support Px3p protection since version 4.10) 

Installation notes:
	On NT4 machines, PX3P requires PSAPI.DLL to be present in the system folder. PSAPI.DLL is the library used to gather process information on Windows NT. Though a Microsoft Windows NT version 4.0 installation is supposed to install the psapi.dll file in the \SYSTEM32 folder, it often does not - see http://support.microsoft.com/support/kb/articles/Q177/4/21.ASP. PSAPI.DLL is, however, standard part of many M$ Visual Studio installations. It can also be freely downloaded as a part of the Platform SDK available at http://msdn.microsoft.com/downloads/sdks/platform/default.asp.

Version history

 ver 1.53   April-2-2009      D2009 unicode support in demo/example units. Solved problem in detecting RAD studion running.
 ver 1.52   October-27-2008   Some additional changes related to UNICODE 
                              support in D2009.  
 ver 1.51   October-26-2008   UNICODE support in latest Delphi version enforced 
                              the replacement of the generic Char, pChar and 
                              huge string types in the code by their correct fundamental 
                              counterparts AnsiChar, pAnsiChar and AnsiString.
 ver 1.50   November-16-2004  Px3pprotect function now returns system error codes
                              in addition to error codes defined in px3ph.pas unit.
                              Function GetPx3pProtectErrorMessage added to px3ph.pas
                              unit in order to centralize error message construction.
 ver 1.42   March-29-2001     BUG FIX: px3pIsGoodPx3PKey function sometimes incorrectly
                              reported "Header inconsistent" error if the table
                              that has no primary key had been packed - fixed.
 ver 1.41   January-4-2001    BUG FIX: px3pIsGoodPx3PKey function incorrectly
                              reported "Header inconsistent" error in tables
                              with first data block empty - fixed.
 ver 1.40   December-2-2000   px3pIsGoodPx3PKey function added.
                              Code rewritten so that the source is more readable.
                              Global FILEMODE variable is no longer touched.
 ver 1.31   June-27-2000      Value of the global FILEMODE variable now
                              preserved (matters only when the code is linked
                              into EXE)
                              Random numbers now generated by private replica
                              of SYSTEM.PAS random number generator.
                              This avoids conflicts caused by possible future
                              changes in RANDOM implementation. This approach
                              also preserves global variable RANDSEED (matters
                              only when the code is linked into EXE)
                              Validation of module handles now avoids determining
                              full long version of the module path (speed up)
 ver 1.30   May-22-2000       Win2k bug corrected (error code 2 was returned
                              when calling Px3P protect on Win2k)
                              Sped increased by using more sophisticated
                              memory pattern search algorithm.
 ver 1.21   May-6-2000        Bug corrected that caused the stack overflow error
                              when the BDE was installed on UN-mapped network drive
 ver 1.20   February-8-2000   Speed increased
 ver 1.11   January-12-2000   Bug corrected that caused px3pProtect failure
                              on Windows NT 4.0.  Added error codes 5..7 
 ver 1.10   January-11-2000   Initial public release


Pricing and registration
Licensing scheme for PX3P differs from the most often used ones in that there is no difference between registered and evaluation modules: The core DLL (px3p.dll) starts running in the evaluation mode. Evaluation mode can be switched to the Registered mode by providing license password via px3pLicPassword exported routine. Evaluation mode is fully functional, except that "unregistered" message is popped up if Delphi is not running on the machine by the time the DLL is unloaded.
Registration fee for the ”Standard license” (no source code) is EUR 50. Upon registration, you will recieve license password together with the unlimited royalty-free core DLL deployment license.
Registration fee for the ”Professional license” (Standard license + complete source code) is EUR 100. With source code, you can link the px3p routines directly into your application (by activating LINKTOEXE conditional symbol in the Px3PH.PAS unit) and make it more resistant against attempts to crack your Paradox Process Password. Professional version package also contains application (with source), that finds universal passwords and/or table master passwords for given px3p key in case the master password has been lost. 




Appendix

Px3P.DLL interface - exported functions 


Function px3pProtect(px3pkey: pAnsiChar): integer; stdcall;

Alters the Paradox Encryption Table Generating Variables in all modules loaded within the current process. If px3pkey is NIL, or points to the null character, the default encryption mechanism is restored (PETGV are reset to their default values). Returns one of the following error codes:

Code
Error
Px3pErr_None              = 0;
None
Px3pErr_CannotLoadIdapi   = 1;
BDE not found or interface version mismatch
Px3pErr_NoCryptInfo       = 2;
Px3protect failed because there were no PETGV to be altered within the loaded modules.
Px3pErr_CannotProtect     = 3;
Px3protect failed because PETGV cannot be altered.
Px3pErr_CannotEnumModules = 4;
Px3protect failed because the process modules cannot be enumerated. This error occurs mainly in NT4 installations lacking PSAPI.DLL
Px3pErr_CannotGetOSVersion= 5;
Program failed in GetVersionEx
Px3pErr_NT4Required       = 6;  
Too low version of Windows NT
Px3pErr_UnsupportedOS     = 7;
Unknown operating system
Code > px3pErr_Limit ( > 100)
The code represents system error code obtained by calling GetLastError()  after some of the Win API routines failed. The system error code is incremented by px3pErr_Limit before being returned – to get the original value you need to substract px3pErr_Limit first.

When the Px3P.DLL becomes unmapped from the process address space (as a result of FreeLibrary call, for example), the standard state of PETGV’s in all process modules is automatically restored. 
 
Function px3pIsTableProtected(Dbsename,Tblname,Px3pkey,MastPswd: pAnsiChar; VAR Rslt:              wordBool): dbiResult; stdcall;

Sometimes it is necessary to determine whether the given database table has already been protected with given master password under active Process Password Protection. In the Rslt variable, the function returns TRUE if the password checksum stored in table Tblname in the database Dbsename matches the checksum obtained from the password MastPswd under Paradox Process Password Protection with key Px3pkey. If this is not the case, Rslt variable is set to FALSE. The function returns dbiErr_None if it was able to retrieve this information, otherwise returns BDE error code (for example, if the given database and/or table do not exist).

Examples:

     Check(px3pIsTableProtected(‘DBDEMOS’,’BIOLIFE.DB’,ANY_KEY,’’,Rslt)); 
Variable Rslt is set to true if the BIOLIFE table in the database DBDemos is not master password protected. 
Note: when checking for null master password, the Px3PKey argument can take any value as the non-protected table is not encrypted and the password checksum is zero, no matter whether Paradox Process Password Protection is active or not. 

     Check(px3pIsTableProtected(‘DBDEMOS’,’BIOLIFE.DB’,’’,’foo’,Rslt)); 
Variable Rslt is set to true if the BIOLIFE table in the database DBDemos has been protected with master password ‘foo’ under no active Paradox Process Password Protection (that is, it was encrypted with the default Paradox encryption mechanism).

     Check(px3pIsTableProtected(‘DBDEMOS’,’BIOLIFE.DB’,’%25##werTUYCf%8*’,’foo’,Rslt)); 
Variable Rslt is set to true if the BIOLIFE table in the database DBDemos has been protected with master password ‘foo’ under active Paradox Process Password Protection with key ’%25##werTUYCf%8*’, that is, if px3pProtect(’%25##werTUYCf%8*’) has been called before the master password ‘foo’ has been applied to the table BIOLIFE. 

Note – at first sight it may seem that exporting px3pIsTableProtected routine represents security breach as it can be utilized in brute force attack on the Paradox Process Password. But this is not so – one must already know either table master password, or the Paradox Process Password Protection key, in order to obtain relevant information by using brute force attack. The reason is that for every protected table, there is huge number of the Paradox Process Password Protection key/table master password pairs that yield Rslt equal to true, but only the fraction corresponding to 1/256! of those pairs can actually be used to gain access to the table data.


Function px3pIsGoodPx3PKey(Dbsename,Tblname,Px3pkey: pAnsiChar; VAR Rslt: wordBool): dbiResult; stdcall;

This function helps you in distingushing between tables protected by using native Paradox encryption and tables protected under Px3P scheme in situations when the correct table master password is not known (and therefor you cannot use the px3pIsTableprotected function).

Px3pIsGoodPx3Pkey returns the following in its Rslt argument:

1)	if table Tblname in the database Dbsename is not master password protected, Rslt is set to WordBool(1) (true)
2)	if the table has been master password protected by using px3p key that       equals to "Px3pkey" argument, and the table contains any encrypted data, Rslt is set to WordBool(1) (true)
3)	if the table has been master password protected by using px3p key that       differs from the "Px3pkey" argument, and the table contains any encrypted data, Rslt is set to WordBool(0) (false)
4)	if the table is master password protected, but contains no encrypted data, Rslt is set to WordBool(2) (true). In this case, it does not matter what Px3P key is used when the table is accessed

    If the function failed to retrieve this information, it returns BDE error code.

    The function determines Rslt value by performing the following checks:

i)	If the table contains auxiliary passwords, the function checks whether the Auxiliary passwords area in the DB header is consistent when decrypted by using tested Px3P key.
ii)	If the table contains data, the function checks whether all data block   headers are consistent when decrypted by using tested Px3P key.

If any inconsistencies are found, Rslt variable is set to false.

Please note that you do not need to provide the master password - the password    checksum needed for decryption is retrieved from the DB file header.

Value of the Rslt variable can therefore be interpreted as follows:

    If Rslt=true (either WordBool(1), or WordBool(2)), the table can be successfuly opened and accessed under active px3p key "px3pkey", because:

i)	the table is not master password protected at all and px3p key does not matter, or
ii)	the table has been master password protected under this key, or
iii)	the table does not contain any encrypted data and therefore it does not matter what px3p key you use

    If Rslt=false, the table *cannot* be opened and accessed under active px3p key    "px3pkey", because:

i)	the table has been master password protected under different px3p key, or 
ii)	the table is corrupted.

Examples:

Check(Px3pIsGoodPx3Pkey(‘DBDEMOS’,’BIOLIFE.DB’,’’,Rslt)); 

Variable Rslt is set to true if the BIOLIFE table in the database DBDemos is either not master password protected, or contains no encrypted data, or contains data and has been master password protected by using native Paradox encryption. In either case, the table can be opened without px3p software, e.g. in Database Desktop, and either no password will be required at all, or the standard universal password will let you in.

Variable Rslt is set to false if the BIOLIFE table in the database DBDemos is either corrupted, or has been master password protected under non-empty px3p key and contains encrypted data. In either case, attempts to open the table in Database Desktop will fail (at least, the data will be unreadable). 


Check(Px3pIsGoodPx3Pkey(‘DBDEMOS’,’BIOLIFE.DB’,’Y78fGtyU548**7&6^tgv’,Rslt)); 

Variable Rslt is set to true if the BIOLIFE table in the database DBDemos is either not master password protected, or contains no encrypted data, or contains data and has been master password protected under active Px3P key Y78fGtyU548**7&6^tgv. Whether or not the table is master password protected can be determined by using px3pIstableProtected function. If it is master password protected, then whether the table contains encrypted data or not can be determined by inspecting the Rslt value: value Word(Rslt) equal to 2 indicates that the table is empty, value Word(Rslt) equal to 1 indicates that the table contains encrypted data. In either case, the table can be successfuly opened by using Px3P software under active px3P key Y78fGtyU548**7&6^tgv, and either no password will be required at all, or the universal password associated with shown px3p key will let you in. A tool that finds universal master passwords associated with given px3p key is included (with source) in the professional px3p package (project pswcrack in the bonus\pswcrack folder).

Procedure px3pLicPassword(LicPswd: pAnsiChar); stdcall;

If the LicPswd argument is the correct license password, this routine switches PX3P.DLL to the Registered mode. You can call px3PLicPassword at any time during the application run. You will receive the DLL password after registration.
This procedure has to be called only in case you are using Px3P.DLL. In case the Px3P code is linked directly to the main application, the px3pLicPassword routine is not even linked to the resulting code.

Registration form can be found at http://www.rksolution.cz/delphi/order.htm



